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If you don´t want to have the lockable function, 
you can use the orange “orange - push button”. 
SO - OP for MRC - C and S9 - OP for QRC (5 
pieces bag)

 Orange - push button

 A black blanking plug is available if  
 you don´t want a test button.
 S= - NP for MR - C and S9 - NP 
 for QRC  (5 pieces bag)

 Blanking plug

Part number
Coil details
Aditional circuit diagram for coil
Electric diagram showing all additions to the coil
Wiring diagram with sequential and DIN numbers
Maximum switching capacity
according to EN 60947 (IEC 947)
Approvals

Five colours for an easier identification of coil voltage

AC red: 230 VAC 
 (North America 120 VAC)

AC dark red:
 others VAC

AU grey:
 VAC/DC

DC blue:
 24 VDC

DC dark blue: 
 others VDC

Comprehensive technical label

Full Features
System

Country Approval Country Approval

Canada
Authority:             CSA
Specification:       C 22,2: UL 508

United
Kingdom

Authority:             Loyd‘s Register of Shipping

China
Authority:             CQC
Specification:       GB14048.5-2001

USA
Authority:             UL
Specification:       C 22,2; UL 508

Russia
Authority:             KORPORATSIA STANDART
Specification:       GOST R 50030.5.1

Marking label on relay 
and sockets

Complete In Built features

Easy to use in-built 
Retaining Clip

Voltage  
marking

Standard  
35 mm DIN rail 

and screw

Wide window for 
 mechanical indicator

LED  
Indicator

Internal and External RIB barrier  
to increase isolation between  

coil and poles

Colour coded lockable test button

Wide wire inlets up to 4 mm 2

Finger grip to remove the relayTermina numbering 
DIN-EURO Standard

Coil and power bridge 
bus bars

Touch protection
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Notes:

You want more information about this product, please call us: tel: +49 (0)7082-940000 
or send us a fax: +49 (0)7082-940001, or email: sales@kuehn-controls.de  or visit our 
Website: www.kuehn-controls.de 
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